Abstract Seismic spectral models for chemical and nuclear explosions are used in many applications including network modeling and yield estimation. Here we compare the models presented in Denny and Johnson (1991) and Mueller and Murphy (1971) with each other and with new results from the Source Physics Experiments (SPE). We demonstrate analytically the two models are in substantial agreement for large and normally buried explosions, consistent with much of the historic data collected during nuclear testing. However for small and/or deeply buried explosions, the spectral predictions of the two models can differ significantly. For example, the predicted yield of a 1--km deep, MW 2 nuclear explosion differs by more than a factor of five, and for the same moment and depth chemical explosion, the difference is greater than a factor of ten. We compare the models with initial data from the Source Physics Experiments (SPE), which include small and over--buried chemical explosions. The corner frequency of the one--ton SPE explosion (SPE--2) is slightly higher than the Mueller and Murphy (1971) The ability to predict the expected seismic amplitudes from an explosion is important in a number of applications including exploration and nuclear test monitoring. An analytical model for P--waves was first developed by Sharpe (1942) , based on pressure in a spherical cavity in an elastic medium. Since then a large number of explosion source spectral models have been developed based on empirical data and theoretical considerations (cf. Denny and Johnson, 1991) . Such spectral models are used to determine network thresholds for nuclear test monitoring and to estimate source properties, such as yield and depth of burial from seismic data.
Introduction
The ability to predict the expected seismic amplitudes from an explosion is important in a number of applications including exploration and nuclear test monitoring. An analytical model for P--waves was first developed by Sharpe (1942) , based on pressure in a spherical cavity in an elastic medium. Since then a large number of explosion source spectral models have been developed based on empirical data and theoretical considerations (cf. Denny and Johnson, 1991) . Such spectral models are used to determine network thresholds for nuclear test monitoring and to estimate source properties, such as yield and depth of burial from seismic data.
With the signing of the Comprehensive nuclear Test--Ban Treaty (CTBT) in 1996, and the cessation of testing by the signatories, any future nuclear tests may be conducted outside of standard practices and it is important to predict seismic observables for new regions and testing conditions. The development and validation of physics--based explosion models that extend the range of the current, more empirically, derived models is a focus of the DOE/NNSA funded Source Physics Experiments (SPE) (e.g. NNSA, 2012) . The SPE focuses on physics--based model development work supported by a new chemical explosion dataset.
We focus here on two of the most widely used far--field explosion P--wave spectral models: Mueller and Murphy (1971) , hereafter referred to as MM, and Denny and Johnson (1991) , hereafter referred to as DJ. MM developed a spectral model for several different emplacement media as a function of depth and source size. They extended the Sharpe (1942) analytical elastic response and developed a new pressure function applied at the elastic radius (distance from the source where the media begins to respond elastically) that was consistent with a wide variety of seismic free field data collected from nuclear tests. DJ take a different approach, regressing both chemical and nuclear explosion data to determine expressions for far field spectral parameters such as seismic moment and corner frequency.
While the variety of explosion models that were developed over time indicates a certain level of uncertainty in the accuracy of their predictions, we show here that the model differences may be greater than commonly understood for small and/or over--buried explosions. Typical scale depths of burial for the former Nevada Test Site are approximately 120 m/kt 1/3 (e.g. OTA, 1989) , while over--buried tests have larger scale depths of burial. Recently numerical model results have also indicated some differences with the historical models. For example Rougier et al. (2011) showed that historical cavity radius models don't fit numerical modeling for over--buried shots. Hydrodynamic calculations for 1--5 kt explosions in granite performed by Xu et al (2012) show higher corner frequencies and different low--frequency moment scaling with depth than MM and DJ.
In this paper we first compare the two explosion models analytically, writing out expressions for moment, corner frequency and yield for each model in terms of emplacement conditions. Then we show graphically how they compare for a wide variety of yields and depths of burial, indicating very large differences for small and/or over--buried explosions. Finally we compare the models with initial data from the first two SPE chemical explosions, which are over--buried. The results show neither model matches the SPE data as well as desired.
Explosion Models Denny and Johnson (1991) regressed a large amount of chemical and nuclear data to build their models. DJ start with a regression for cavity radius R c and relate it to measured moment M0 via a ratio to
where M 0 is in N--m and W is yield (kt), β is shear velocity (m/s), P is the overburden pressure (Pa) and is equal to ρ 0 gh where ρ 0 is the overburden density (average density to shot point in kg/m 3 ), g is gravity (9.8067 m/s 2 )and h is the DOB (m), GP is the gas--porosity (%), ρ is the shot--point density (kg/m 3 ) and α is compressional velocity (m/s).
They also relate cavity radius to the source radius defined as ! / " f c so that the corner frequency fc is given by:
where f c is in Hz. Finally, Johnson (1994) 
where Ψ ∞ is the static reduced displacement potential (m 3 ) which is equal to M 0 /4πρα 2 .
Mueller and Murphy (1971) assume scaling in amplitude and yield and produce empirical constants to calculate the spectra for various media. Stevens and Day (1985) interpret the constants for a set of standard media given in Murphy (1977) and derive the seismic moment from the long--period limit of the reduced displacement potential to get M 0 MM = 3.1416W 0.87
where P 0 , h 0 , and R 0 are empirical constants for different media and are given in Table 1 from Stevens and Day (1985) . The elastic radius is inversely proportional to source corner frequency so that f c MM = 0.1592W 
Model Comparison for Canonical Media We compare the source parameters, seismic moment and corner frequency, derived from MM and DJ using the four canonical media parameters given in Table 1 . Stevens and Day (1985) state that these are the parameters used in deriving the empirical constants also given in Table 1 .
In order to compare with the DJ model, which additionally requires GP and ρ 0 (via P), we reference Springer (1966) for GP and assume that overburden density is approximately equal to shot--point density at the depths investigated in this study. As we show later, the results aren't too sensitive to this assumption. Figure 1a shows the DJ--and MM--predicted moment magnitude M W (M W = 0.6667 log 10 (M 0 ) -6.0633) as a function of burial depth and yield for the granite model. Figure 1b shows the difference in the predictions. At the standard containment practice of scaled depth of burial (sDOB) of 120 m/kt 1/3 for shots >20 kt, the difference is <0.1 magnitude unit. However, for over--buried (e.g. sDOB≥1000 m/kt 1/3 ) small (<1 kt) explosions the difference is >0.2 magnitude units. Figure 2a shows the DJ--predicted corner frequency in Hertz as a function of burial depth and yield for the granite model. Since both models contain cube--root yield scaling (f c ~ 1/W 1/3 ) their ratio is not dependent on yield and we can plot their ratio versus DOB as is done in Figure 2b . Since MM was built with nuclear data only, we also show a comparison where the yield for MM is doubled as is predicted by chemical/nuclear equivalency studies (Denny, 1994) and numerical calculations (e.g., Xu et al., 2012) . Note that DJ was built using both chemical and nuclear data, and DJ state "no evidence was found in this study to suggest that chemical and nuclear explosions are significantly different," so no change is made to the DJ model for chemical explosions.
We can take the ratio of eqs (3) and (6) 
(7) If we assume the shot point density is equal to the overburden density in P then we can reduce eqn (7) Figure 3 shows this yield ratio of the differences between the models as a function of depth of burial and moment magnitude
The models are most disparate for small magnitude explosions and great depth. For example, the DJ yield prediction for a MW=2 at 1 km depth is 10 tons (black line, Figure 3a) , which is 5½ times greater than the MM nuclear yield prediction (Figure 3b) . If the comparison is made for a chemical explosion, the yield ratios in Figure 3b should be multiplied by a chemical/nuclear yield scaling factor to account for the nuclear--derived MM model, and no change is needed for the DJ model since it makes no chemical/nuclear distinction. For example, if the scaling factor is two as mentioned above, the MM chemical yield estimate for a MW=2 is 11 times smaller than DJ estimate of 10 tons at 1 km depth.
Model Comparison with the Source Physics Experiment The Source Physics Experiments (SPE) at the Nevada National Security Site (NNSS) are a series of chemical explosions intended to enhance our physical understanding and ability to quantitatively model seismic signals from explosions with the goal of improving nuclear test monitoring capabilities (NNSA, 2012 , Snelson et al., 2012 . These tests are sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy, National Nuclear Security Administration's National Center for Nuclear Security. The SPE offers a chance to examine explosion seismic signals generated at a wider variety of depths and geologies than exists for local and regional distance nuclear test data. The first SPE explosions took place in the granitic rock of the Climax Stock, in northern Yucca Flat ( Figure 4 and Table 2 ).
All shots were recorded on a local network of geophones and intermediate period seismometers deployed along radial lines at five different azimuths. The raw waveforms of SPE--1 and --2 recorded at the nearest intermediate period stations along Lines 1--4 at 2 km and along Line 5 at 1.6 km (no Line 5 station at 2 km) are given in Figure 5 . Low--frequency band--pass filtered traces from SPE--2 are given in Figure 6 . The close proximity and smaller size of SPE--1 allows it to be used as an empirical Green function or transfer function for the SPE--2 data to eliminate path effects on the observed spectra. Note that in using the transfer function (ratio of SPE--2/SPE--1) any chemical/nuclear scale factor is in common and drops out. A similar approach was taken by Denny (1998) to investigate the corner frequencies of the Kazakhstan Depth of Burial Experiment (KDOBE), where he found DJ--predicted corner frequencies to be lower than observed.
We use two seconds of data recorded on the intermediate period sensor and calculate the transfer function (ratio of SPE--2/SPE--1) between SPE--1 and SPE--2 with the multitaper spectral measurement package, mtspec (Prieto et al., 2009) . Figure 7 shows the SPE--2/SPE--1 transfer function estimated for each component along each line at 2 km, and at 1.6 km on Line 5, along with predictions for the ratio in the long--period limit. DJ--predicted long--period ratios are given by the ratio of yields and MM--predicted ratios are given by the ratio of yields to the power of 0.87. The predicted corner frequencies of the large shots are also plotted where we have to assume near--source parameters, which are given in Table 2 , and a chemical/nuclear yield scale factor of two for MM. The long--period ratio of the data falls close to the DJ--predicted value and is greater than the MM prediction. The observed SPE--2 corner frequency is significantly larger than the DJ prediction and only slightly higher than the MM prediction. If the observed corner frequency were used with the DJ model to estimate the depth of the explosion, it would be significantly over--estimated.
The log--average of the SPE--2/SPE--1 transfer function is plotted in Figure 8 , along with the predicted MM and DJ spectral ratios, where the DJ spectra are assumed to have a Brune--like shape (low--frequency limit and high--frequency fall--off proportional to frequency--squared) with long--period limit and corner frequency defined by the models. Townsend et al. (2012) report a range of near--source parameters for different measurement methods and agencies. Given this uncertainty, we calculate the transfer function SPE2/SPE1 ratio for the whole range of values of compressional velocity, shear velocity, density, and porosity of 4700 to 5928 m/s, 2900 to 3700 m/s, 2635 to 2670 m/kg 3 , and 0.7 to 3.2%, respectively. The range of transfer functions is plotted as the gray--shaded region in Figure 8 . These variations only affect the SPE2/SPE1 corner frequency, where DJ ranges from 9.0 to 9.4 Hz and the MM from 12.3 to 15.7 Hz. As eqn (2) shows, the DJ model is not as dependent on near--source velocity. Again, the observed low frequency or moment level is close to the DJ prediction and significantly above the MM prediction, but the DJ model under--predicts the corner frequency.
In order to understand the absolute predictions of both models we create synthetic explosion recordings (with the program FKRPROG [Saikia, 1994] ) and compare them with low--frequency recordings on intermediate--period 3--component seismometers. We compare with SPE--1 since the discrepancy in the models is most evident for small explosions at great depths (Figure 1) . W is directly related to M0 and displacement is proportional to moment--rate, where we assume a static moment and a point--source, which is appropriate at these low--frequencies. We create synthetics for three simple one--dimensional velocity models (Table 3) . Velocity model 1 is a simple weathered layer over granite derived from data presented in Townsend et al. (2012) . Velocity model 2 is from the study of Rowe et al. (2012) and velocity model 3 is from the Rg dispersion work of Patton (2012) .
We compare the radial and vertical waveforms predicted for the near--source parameters given by the models for DJ--predicted seismic moment with the data at the station on Line 5 in Figure 9 and with MM--predicted moment in Figure 10 , where a chemical/nuclear scale factor of two is applied. The seismic moments for each velocity model and prediction are given in Table 3 . While there are some small differences in the phase, the amplitudes for the DJ model in Figure 9 are in reasonable agreement with the data for all of the velocity models. In contrast the MM amplitudes in Figure 10 are much larger than observed. We note that the near--source velocities in Models 2 and 3 are below the range presented in Townsend et al. (2012) , and the MM--predicted waveforms from these models are even larger those from Model 1. These results indicate the low frequency MM mismatch with the observations holds even given the uncertainties in the velocity models. If the MM model were used to estimate the chemical yield from the observed SPE--1 low frequency level, it would over--estimate the yield by greater than a factor of ten. While the DJ model matches the chemical explosion moment level, its lack of a chemical/nuclear scale factor means it likely would over--predict small nuclear test data, assuming the chemical/nuclear factor of about two observed in the 1993 NPE 1 kt chemical explosion applies for the SPE yields and depths. Similar results were found by a preliminary analysis of the KDOBE with absolute moments in agreement with Patton et al. (2005) .
Finally we note that there is significant energy on the transverse components at all stations shown in Figure 6 , which is not predicted by any isotropic explosion model. With the exception of the station at Line 3, which lies along a geologic contact, the low--passed radial and vertical component data are similar in amplitude and phase. An improved physical understanding of the relative contributions to the transverse energy from near--source effects, free--surface interactions (e.g. spall) and far--field scattering/conversions is a major goal of the SPE and the subject of future work.
Conclusions
The DJ (Denny and Johnson, 1991) and MM (Mueller and Murphy, 1971 ) explosion source models predict similar P--wave spectra for large (>20 kt) explosions at normal scaled depth of burial (~120 m/kt 1/3 ), but deviate from each other significantly for small and or over--buried explosions. Consequently, estimates of yield from observed data or determinations of monitoring network thresholds would be significantly different for small and/or overburied explosions depending upon which model was used. For example, the predicted yield of a 1--km deep, MW 2 nuclear explosion differs by more than a factor of five, and the same moment and depth chemical explosion results in a difference greater than a factor of ten. DJ underestimates the observed corner frequencies of the SPE--2 chemical explosions by about a factor of two, while the observed moment of SPE--1 is overestimated by an order of magnitude by MM. The observed moment ratio of SPE--2/SPE--1 are more consistent with the DJ model. For the DJ model, its mixing of chemical and nuclear data without the chemical/nuclear scale factor of about two observed in the 1993 NPE, indicate DJ would likely overpredict small nuclear moment and yield values. The large differences between these explosion source models and the SPE data for small and/or over--buried explosions, together with the lack of models to predict S--wave and Rayleigh observations, point to the need to develop new explosion models valid for a wider range of yield and emplacement conditions.
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